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ABSTRACT
Background: Proton computed tomography (pCT) and radiography (pRad) are proposed modalities for
improved treatment plan accuracy and in situ treatment validation in proton therapy. The pCT system of
the Bergen pCT collaboration is able to handle very high particle intensities by means of track reconstruc-
tion. However, incorrectly reconstructed and secondary tracks degrade the image quality. We have inves-
tigated whether a convolutional neural network (CNN)-based filter is able to improve the image quality.
Material and methods: The CNN was trained by simulation and reconstruction of tens of millions of
proton and helium tracks. The CNN filter was then compared to simple energy loss threshold methods
using the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristics curve (AUROC), and by comparing the
image quality and Water Equivalent Path Length (WEPL) error of proton and helium radiographs fil-
tered with the same methods.
Results: The CNN method led to a considerable improvement of the AUROC, from 74.3% to 97.5% with
protons and from 94.2% to 99.5% with helium. The CNN filtering reduced the WEPL error in the helium
radiograph from 1.03mm to 0.93mm while no improvement was seen in the CNN filtered pRads.
Conclusion: The CNN improved the filtering of proton and helium tracks. Only in the helium radio-
graph did this lead to improved image quality.
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Background

Proton computed tomography

The current worldwide expansion of proton therapy (PT) is
being met by demands of increased diagnostic accuracy in
treatment planning and treatment validation [1,2].

One of the proposed modalities that could increase the
PT treatment accuracy is proton CT (pCT)/proton radiography
(pRad). pCT has been shown to reduce the systematic errors
of the relative stopping power (RSP) needed for treatment
planning [3,4]. Furthermore, a sufficiently quick pRad system
could be used as beam’s eye view imaging prior to
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treatment for accurate range verification through the Water
Equivalent Path Length (WEPL) map [5].

A pCT setup needs to be able to measure the position
and direction of particles going into and out from the
patient, as well as the residual energy/range of the same par-
ticles. With these measurements, the energy loss along the
particle’s trajectory can be estimated using so-called most
likely path methods [6,7], before using image reconstruction
to calculate the patient’s RSP map.

Several design approaches for pCT and pRad have been
proposed [8–12], with different technologies and techniques
for the residual energy and positional measurement.

Machine learning

Deep learning has lately achieved a large amount of success
in tasks such as computer vision and speech recognition,
with convolutional neural networks (CNN) introduced to
computer vision by LeCun et al. [13] being of particular
significance.

Common setups for CNNs for classification are a series of
convolutional layers followed by a series of fully connected
layers or a single global average pooling operation across
the filter dimensions, which then returns a desired output.

There have been machine learning approaches to
pCT-related problems in the past, such as proton path recon-
struction [14], detector calibration [15] and prototype devel-
opment [16]. One of the benefits of machine learning
approaches is the time efficiency, when compared to previ-
ous analytical methods.

The aim for this study was to evaluate a CNN network
trained to classify the track quality of both proton and
helium beams, the goal being increased image quality.

Material and methods

Digital tracking calorimeter

The Bergen pCT collaboration is currently developing a
Digital Tracking Calorimeter (DTC), which is a particle-track-
ing range telescope. The DTC consists of 43 layers (sensitive
area 27 � 16.6 cm2) of high-granularity (29 mm pitch) pixel
sensors interleaved by 3.5mm aluminum slabs for slowing
down the particles. Thus a 230MeV/u proton (or helium ion)
beam is fully stopped in the DTC with its residual range
determined by the energy loss inside the imaged object. The
technology behind the DTC is described in Alme et al. [17].
The pixelated design allows for handling multiple simultan-
eous tracks, enabling intensities of 5–20 million particles/
second and thus sub-second pRad: implemented in a clinical
workflow, the DTC could prove an accurate and fast RSP
map and range verification device.

A track reconstruction procedure is used to disentangle
50–200 simultaneous particle trajectories. These tracks con-
tribute to information about the average energy loss along
the particles’ trajectories inside the patient, so an accurate
representation of the tracks entering the DTC is vital. A track
reconstruction algorithm has been demonstrated for both

protons and helium ions [9,18–20]. However, a fraction of
the tracks are incorrectly or incompletely reconstructed due
to high particle density, large-angle scattering and secondary
particles. These tracks contribute to a systematic range error
(incompletely reconstructed tracks) and noise (tracks not fol-
lowing the same particle along its path and forked paths
from secondary production). Thus, a robust filtering method
is needed to reduce the potential image quality degradation.

Monte Carlo simulations

The simulations have been performed using GATE 8.2
[21,22,23] and Geant4 10.5.1 [24,25]. The geometry and
beam properties were described in Pettersen et al. [20]. A
calibrated detector response model is applied to smear out
the hits into multi-pixel clusters and to subsequently esti-
mate the energy loss of the tracks at each sensor chip
layer [26].

To generate training tracks with a sufficiently wide range
of particle energies, ensuring that the CNN was trained with-
out bias with respect to track length, a wedge-shaped water
phantom with thickness 0–300mm was used.

Additionally, to consider the effects of the filtering on pro-
ton and helium radiography (HeRad) image quality, a pediat-
ric head phantom was implemented: see Pettersen et al. [20]
for more details.

As an upper limit to the image quality, a set of simula-
tions were performed without nuclear interactions.

Track classification

The classification procedure for determining the track quality
was based on their fitted range: tracks within 2 cm of the
ground truth residual range were labeled as ‘good’, and vice
versa for ‘bad’ tracks. This ensured that ‘good’ tracks gener-
ally contributed toward increased image quality. In total,
82% (62%) of the proton (helium) tracks were labeled as
‘good’ after reconstruction. See Figure A-1 (Supplementary
Materials) for examples of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ tracks.

Generally, the ‘good’ tracks contained better defined
Bragg peaks compared to the ‘bad’ tracks. This can be
explained by higher-energy tracks that were incompletely
reconstructed. Both of the ‘good’ datasets have a common
energy deposition plateau value, higher for helium than for
protons. However, in the helium ‘bad’ dataset, a number of
tracks exhibit a sudden fall to a lower plateau value due to
secondary production, e.g., the track following a 4He sud-
denly follows a proton instead. There was also a certain
amount of fluctuation in the energy loss due to its statistical
nature, and in some cases two close tracks were registered
together (the smeared pixel shapes merged into a
larger cluster).

Filter training and validation

The convolutional neural network received a vector contain-
ing 43 values, representing the deposited energy in each
detector layer. This input was passed through four
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convolutional layers with 32, 64, 64, and 128 filters respect-
ively. All filters were of length 3. Then, two fully connected
layers containing 256 units received the flattened output of
the convolutional layers. Finally, the network gave the prob-
ability for a ‘good’ track. A rectified linear unit was chosen
for all activations. The network was implemented in
PyTorch [27].

The training datasets contained 23.4 million helium tracks
and 31.3 million proton tracks. Both underwent an 80/20
training/validation split. The network was trained for 10
epochs with a batch size of 128 using the Adam optimizer
[28]. To deal with the inherent class imbalance in the data-
sets, a weighted binary cross entropy function was used.

Two NvidiaVR V100 GPUs were used, to a total training
time of 2.5 h for the helium data and 3.2 h for the pro-
ton data.

In addition to the CNN filtering, a selection of energy loss
threshold filters were included: the energy loss in the last
layer, in the next-to-last, 3rd and 4th last layer as well as in
the plateau region (the five first layers).

The area under the receiver operating characteristics
curve (AUROC) was used to evaluate the CNN and energy
loss filters on the validation dataset.

Particle radiographs

The head phantom was imaged using proton and helium ion
beams. Track reconstruction and preliminary filtering was
performed by removing tracks with incoming angle >45
mrad (3r) and WEPL >280mm. Tracks with >75% CNN score
were used for image reconstruction. For the energy loss
methods, protons were required to have >1 keV/mm in their
4th last layer, and helium ions to have >3.5 keV/mm in the
last layer.

The applied image reconstruction algorithm is described
in Sølie et al. [29]. In total 9.4 million protons were simulated
through the head phantom, corresponding to a dose of 15
mGy [20]. For helium ions, 4.3 million primaries were simu-
lated to a dose of 23.7 mGy. Due to the reduced scattering

and range straggling, fewer helium ions were needed com-
pared to protons for a similar image quality [30].

Subtraction radiographs were generated between the
digitized phantom and each reconstructed radiograph. They
were evaluated based on the distribution (standard devi-
ation) of the WEPL errors, both overall and in selected
regions of interest (ROIs): see Figure A-2 of The
Supplementary Materials.

Results

Track filtering

In general the CNN performed considerably better than the
energy loss methods, as shown in Figure 1.

Mis-classifications were typically tracks undergoing nuclear
interactions in the imaged object: these tracks emitted sec-
ondary particles with Bragg peaks, but with shorter ranges.
This was especially true for the helium setup. Some ‘good’
tracks without apparent Bragg peaks were also removed.

In terms of sensitivity (specificity), using the same filter
combination and thresholds as for the radiographs, the pro-
ton tracks yielded 95.5% (48.3%) using the energy loss
method and 93.3% (92.2%) using the CNN method. The
helium tracks yielded 97.4% (47.7%) using the energy loss
method and 94.7% (98.3%) using the CNN method.

Reconstructed radiographs

The subtraction radiographs are shown in Figure A-3
(Supplementary Materials). There was a reduction of the sam-
pling artifact in the CNN filtered HeRads. This depth-depend-
ent oscillation of the WEPL error, especially prominent for
HeRads, has been discussed previously [19,20] and is due to
the 8mm WEPL spacing between the sensor layers.

Generally, the CNN filtering leads to an image reconstruc-
tion speedup of 10%–20%, depending on the particle config-
uration (see the Supplementary Materials for details).

Figure 1. The receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves for proton and helium ion tracks, using the proposed track filtering methods. The true positive rate is
the proportion of ‘good’ tracks that were correctly identified, while the false positive rate is the proportion of ‘bad’ tracks that were incorrectly identified. The area
under the ROC (AUROC) is also given for each scenario as a metric for model quality.
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WEPL errors
The standard deviations of the WEPL error distributions are
summarized in Figure 2. No differences were seen in the pro-
ton case. For helium, the width in the overall radiograph was
reduced from 1.03mm WEPL to 0.93mm WEPL using the
CNN filter. Similar trends were also seen in the brain ROI,
while no change was observed in the air ROI.

Discussion

The trained CNN exhibited a substantial improvement over
simple energy loss filters when applied on a track-by-track
basis, as evident in the AUROC improvements of
74.3%–97.5% for protons and 94.2% to 99.5% for helium, as
well as in the specificity improvements. However, this
improvement of track classification did not directly translate
into improved image quality. One reason might be that the
filtering commonly applied during image reconstruction
already works well, where a WEPL filter removes a large frac-
tion of ‘bad’ tracks with WEPL deviating from that of similar
trajectories through the patient. Thus the negative effect of
‘bad’ tracks are already mitigated during the image recon-
struction procedure, at least for pRad. The oscillating sam-
pling artifact that degrades the WEPL accuracy, especially
prominent in the HeRads, has been previously discussed
[19,20]. The CNN filter was able to reduce this artifact, espe-
cially with HeRad, leading to improved WEPL accuracy.

The high AUROC values suggest that the classification
properties of the network cannot be improved much. On the
other hand, the design of the ground truth labeling might
be a source of improvement. The applied label in this study
was a rather simple one. However, during the exploratory
phase of this study more complex classifications were
designed: missing layers in the track (when compared to the
MC truth), any secondary particles in the tracks and

confusion between track pairs. These attempts did not lead
to improved AUROC scores or WEPL accuracy.

Future work would include filter implementation into the
routine work flow, and coupling to tomographic reconstruc-
tion where the sampling artifact is an issue.

The presented classification can be compared to other
helium imaging filtering studies. In the current work, the sen-
sitivity (specificity) of helium classification was 94.7% (98.3%).
In Pettersen et al. [20] a sensitivity (specificity) of 84.9%
(97.5%) was found, and in Volz et al. [31] the sensitivity (spe-
cificity) was 84.5% (93.8%). Keeping in mind that these
results reflect different imaging setups, methodologies and
classification properties, this comparison is in favor of using
deep learning methods for track classification.

Conclusion

In this study we trained and evaluated CNNs to classify
‘good’ and ‘bad’ tracks for proton and helium imaging,
resulting from incorrect track reconstruction and secondary
tracks. The goal was to improve the image quality of in situ
particle therapy treatment verification, and ultimately, a step
toward a safer and more effective particle therapy.

The presented results indicate that the CNN has very high
discriminatory power for both proton and helium tracks
when compared to previous methods. However, the full
improvement was not carried over to the radiographic image
quality due to the effective filtering inherent in the existing
image reconstruction software. A modest WEPL error reduc-
tion from 1.03mm to 0.93mm was observed when applying
the CNN filter on the HeRad: this corresponded to a visual
improvement of a sampling artifact previously described.
However, no improvement was observed for the pRad.

Additionally, using CNN led to a speed-up of the image
reconstruction by a factor of 10%–20%.

Figure 2. The water equivalent path length (WEPL) error of the three regions of interest (ROIs), calculated as the width of the distribution of the pixel-wise WEPL
errors in the subtraction radiograph. The error bars showing the standard deviation were estimated using non-parametric bootstrapping with 10,000 iterations.
Note that in the helium radiograph/brain ROI, the WEPL errors were larger due to the increased sampling artifact in that area.
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